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LVS - Small Plastic Parts join the SMMT

LVS Small Plastic Parts has joined the SMMT association in a move that will give LVS a closer relationship with 
the automotive marketplace and the key companies within that sector. Members of the SMMT fall into many 
categories such as design, manufacturing, through to recycling. Having access to relevant data — and sharing 
expertise — are the areas about which LVS can learn more and will help expand the number of projects and 
business opportunities they have within this sector. LVS is already partnering and supplying to Bentley, 
Jaguar LandroveJaguar Landrover, and Prodrive, and has other automotive companies in the process of making enquires. 

Simon Anderson, Managing Director of LVS Small Plastic Parts said. "We are really pleased to have been 
accepted and recognised as part of the SMMT. We now have the ability to gather as much intelligence and 
smart data as we can to help us drive innovation as we assist our cients with product development and production 
issues at our facility. It will also help us secure new projects from the automotive industry.”

“Whilst the automotive industry continues to exhibit growth in the UK, we feel that the SMMT will assist our 
company in the long term by helping us to sustain and grow our presence within the UK and European automotivecompany in the long term by helping us to sustain and grow our presence within the UK and European automotive
industry."

LVS Small Plastic Parts has recently invested in larger tonnage machines to help in the fulfilment of enquires and 
projects that are being driven by this sector, and the recently delivered Negri Bossi 650 ton machine is now ready 
for production. 
ENDS:

About the SMMT
The Society of Motor Manufacturers andThe Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) exists to support and promote the interests of the UK 
automotive industry at home and abroad. Working closely with member companies, SMMT acts as the voice of 
the motor industry, promoting its position to government, stakeholders, and the media.

Through representation to government at home and abroad, national and international events, reliable automotive 
data, and practical advice, SMMT plays a central role in the working life of the motor industry. Whether the industry 
is your business or it impacts on your organisation in any way, SMMT can deliver real business benefits to help 
your company meet the challenges of the future.
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